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SUMMARY 

India Economics: February MPC Minutes 

MPC members noted that economic activity has slowed down since the last 

policy. While reduction in rates is the most optimal response to dip in growth, 

the elevated inflation levels imply RBI has to wait for inflation to fall below its 

target and accordingly reduce policy rate to close output gap. Given the uptick 

in non-vegetable food inflation, this window is likely to open up only in 

Q3FY21. In the interim, RBI is likely to take measures to improve transmission 

such as LTRO, CRR exemption, external linking of rates etc. 

Click here for the full report. 

 

TOP PICKS 
 

LARGE-CAP IDEAS 

Company Rating Target 

Bajaj Finance Buy 5,200 

Cipla Buy 570 

Eicher Motors Buy 25,000 

Petronet LNG Buy 400 

Reliance Industries Buy 1,860 

 

MID-CAP IDEAS 

Company Rating Target 

Alkem Labs Buy 2,870 

Greenply Industries Buy 205 

Laurus Labs Buy 510 

Transport Corp Buy 355 

Ashok Leyland Sell  64 

Source: BOBCAPS Research 

 

DAILY MACRO INDICATORS 

Indicator Current 
2D 

(%) 

1M 

(%) 

12M 

(%) 

US 10Y 

yield (%) 
1.57 1bps (26bps) (108bps) 

India 10Y 

yield (%) 
6.39 0bps (24bps) (98bps) 

USD/INR 71.56 (0.4) (0.7) (0.3) 

Brent Crude 

(US$/bbl) 
59.12 2.4 (8.8) (11.9) 

Dow* 29,348 0.4 0 13.1 

Shanghai 2,975 (0.3) (3.3) 7.8 

Sensex 41,323 1.0 (1.5) 15.6 

India FII 

(US$ mn) 
17 Feb MTD CYTD FYTD 

FII-D (16.6) 1,958.4 389.5 3,333.6 

FII-E 24.3 1,940.5 3,313.2 10,702.4 

Source: Bank of Baroda Economics Research 

*Except equity, Indian markets were closed on 

19.02.2020 

 

BOBCAPS Research 

research@bobcaps.in 
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Aurobindo Pharma 

Aurobindo Pharma (ARBP) has received further communication from the 

USFDA on its Unit IV injectable plant stating that the inspection is still open 

and under review. The letter issued on 19 February mentions that the 

establishment inspection report (EIR) with voluntary action indicated (VAI) 

classification for the facility was erroneously sent to the company and is being 

retracted. To recap, this plant was last inspected in Nov’19 wherein the FDA 

had issued 14 observations, some critical in our view. News of the Unit IV EIR 

retraction will likely erase the positive investor sentiment that saw the stock 

gain ~20% on 19 February, sparked by hopes of a possible rerating (see our 

19 Feb report: EIR received for Unit IV – a key sentiment booster). We return 

to our earlier target multiple of 7x on FY22E EV/EBITDA (from 8x), and 

hence revert to our TP of Rs 560 (from Rs 640). 

Click here for the full report. 

Hero MotoCorp 

We visited Hero Moto’s (HMCL) R&D centre and attended its investor meet. 

Alongside BS-VI upgraded models and the new ‘Xtreme 160’, HMCL also 

showcased interesting prototypes of ‘Quark1’ – its shape-changing mobility 

solution, and 2021 two-wheeler launch ‘E-Maestro’. The company plans to 

invest Rs 100bn over 5-7 years towards new products, network 

premiumisation and mobility solutions. Given potentially weaker FCF on 

elevated investments, we cut our target P/E multiple to 13x (vs. 14x) and TP to 

Rs 2,360 (vs. Rs 2,540). 

Click here for the full report. 

Greenply Industries 

We recently hosted a roadshow with the management of Greenply Industries 

(GIL). Key takeaways: (1) GIL saw a slowdown in plywood demand during 

Q3FY20 due to the weak macro climate. Tight liquidity coupled with working 

capital discipline further dampened sales. Working capital control led the 

company to forego Rs 150mn-200mn in Q3 revenue. (2) Management is 

targeting 4-4.5% growth in the India plywood segment in FY20. (3) With no 

significant pricing pressure on raw material, management believes operating 

margins in the India business can be maintained at ~11%.  

Click here for the full report. 

 

 

  

https://www.barodaetrade.com/reports/AurobindoPharma-FlashNote19Feb20-Research.pdf
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https://www.barodaetrade.com/reports/HeroMotoCorp-CompanyUpdate20Feb20-Research.pdf
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INDIA ECONOMICS  

 

ECONOMICS RESEARCH 

 

 

FEBRUARY MPC MINUTES     20 February 2020 
 

 

Policy space to open in Q3FY21 

MPC members noted that economic activity has slowed down since the last 

policy. While reduction in rates is the most optimal response to dip in growth, 

the elevated inflation levels imply RBI has to wait for inflation to fall below its 

target and accordingly reduce policy rate to close output gap. Given the uptick 

in non-vegetable food inflation, this window is likely to open up only in 

Q3FY21. In the interim, RBI is likely to take measures to improve 

transmission such as LTRO, CRR exemption, external linking of rates etc.  

 

Sameer Narang 
Dipanwita Mazumdar | Jahnavi 
chief.economist@bankofbaroda.com 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Global slowdown continues: MPC members noted that slowdown persists. RBI 

Governor pointed out that economic activity has slowed since Dec’19. Some 

green shoots are visible in the form of rabi sowing and PMI data. Even credit 

flow to commercial sector is seeing an improvement, though lower than last 

year. However, capacity utilisation remains low and residential real estate 

inventory is high. The Budget has given a boost to consumption through tax 

cuts. External demand is likely to remain weak as impact of coronavirus plays 

out in the next few months. MPC members reiterated that focus needs to be 

on structural reforms to boost investments. 

Inflation to ease in Q3FY21: The current inflation spike is not only limited to 

onions (vegetables) but is visible in cereals, pulses, milk, sugar etc. While 

vegetable prices may come off, the inflation in other non-vegetable food items 

is likely to taper-off with a lag. Global cereal prices are also inching up and have 

a high correlation with domestic prices. In addition, transport and 

communication has seen a surge to 4.8% on the back of increase in telecom 

tariffs. Despite elevated level of food inflation, muted elements of core (apart 

from gold) suggests, that CPI inflation is likely to fall below RBI’s target of 4% 

in Q3FY21.  

Policy space remains: Given the negative output gap, most MPC members 

pointed out that policy space for further accommodation remains. Dr Janak Raj 

pointed out that there is policy space which could be used once inflation 

outlook becomes clear. Dr Patra emphasised on improving transmission of 

cumulative 135bps rate reduction into lending rates. Transmission has been 

partial as of now and RBI’s LTRO and CRR exemption to retail and MSME 

loans will improve transmission. We continue to see 40bps rate cut in Q3FY21 

which is in-line with easing cycle seen in Asian Central Banks this year.  
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ADD 

TP: Rs 560  |   7% AUROBINDO PHARMA | Pharmaceuticals | 22 February 2020 
 

 

USFDA error on Unit IV to erase recent stock gains 

USFDA inspection at Unit IV remains open: Aurobindo Pharma (ARBP) has 

received further communication from the USFDA on its Unit IV injectable 

plant stating that the inspection is still open and under review. The letter issued 

on 19 February mentions that the establishment inspection report (EIR) with 

voluntary action indicated (VAI) classification for the facility was erroneously 

sent to the company and is being retracted. To recap, this plant was last inspected 

in Nov’19 wherein the FDA had issued 14 observations, some critical in our view.  

Management call takeaways: Our interaction with ARBP’s management 

indicates that the earlier FDA’s communication on VAI was intended for an 

inspection for another facility, possibly Unit VIII – an API plant that was issued 

four Form 483 observations during the Oct’19 inspection.  

Implication: News of the Unit IV EIR retraction will likely erase the positive 

investor sentiment that saw the stock gain ~20% on 19 February, sparked by 

hopes of a possible rerating (see our 19 Feb report: EIR received for Unit IV – 

a key sentiment booster). We note that while the exchange notification and our 

management interactions (on FDA document content received) clearly point 

to a slipup on the part of the USFDA, this rare misstep by the regulators is 

unlikely to shake investors’ faith in the future EIR communications 

to companies. 

We revert to original 7x multiple and TP of Rs 560: We return to our earlier 

target multiple of 7x on FY22E EV/EBITDA (from 8x), well below the stock’s 

five-year mean of 9x as downside risks to our FY21/FY22 EPS estimates from 

unit IV review persist. Global peers such as Teva, Endo and Perrigo are trading 

at ~7x. Our multiple for ARBP assumes high risk of an official action indicated 

(OAI) classification for unit IV, which is a key growth driver accounting for 

30% of the company’s pending ANDA filings. We retain ADD on ARBP and 

revert to our Mar’21 TP of Rs 560 (from Rs 640). 

Near-term events to watch: The USFDA will start inspections at Unit 10 (oral 

solids) from 24 February and at the Eugia oncology unit sometime in April. 

Together both house 62 pending ANDAs, accounting for 40% of pending 

approvals. These units will be key growth drivers over the next 2-3 years. 

Sandoz regulatory approval is another key monitorable. 

 

 
Vivek Kumar 
research@bobcaps.in 

 
 

  
  
  
 
 

  

Ticker/Price ARBP IN/Rs 600 

Market cap US$ 4.9bn 

Shares o/s 586mn 

3M ADV US$ 28.6mn 

52wk high/low Rs 838/Rs 389 

Promoter/FPI/DII 52%/19%/15% 
 

Source: NSE 

 
KEY FINANCIALS 

Y/E 31 Mar FY20E FY21E FY22E 

Total revenue (Rs mn) 230,854 285,827 292,957 

EBITDA (Rs mn) 47,118 55,500 57,116 

Adj. net profit (Rs mn) 27,331 28,939 29,294 

Adj. EPS (Rs) 46.6 49.4 50.0 

Adj. EPS growth (%) 13.3 5.9 1.2 

Adj. ROAE (%) 18.0 16.4 14.4 

Adj. P/E (x) 12.9 12.1 12.0 

EV/EBITDA (x) 8.4 7.2 7.4 

Source: Company, BOBCAPS Research 

 
STOCK PERFORMANCE 

 

Source: NSE 

 
Click here for our last detailed report 
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https://www.barodaetrade.com/reports/AurobindoPharma-FlashNote19Feb20-Research.pdf
https://www.barodaetrade.com/reports/AurobindoPharma-FlashNote19Feb20-Research.pdf
https://www.barodaetrade.com/reports/AurobindoPharma-FlashNote19Feb20-Research.pdf


COMPANY UPDATE  

 

 

EQUITY RESEARCH 

 

REDUCE  

TP: Rs 2,360 |  5% HERO MOTOCORP | Automobiles | 20 February 2020 
 

 

Visit to HMCL’s R&D centre – key takeaways 

We visited Hero Moto’s (HMCL) R&D centre and attended its investor meet. 

Alongside BS-VI upgraded models and the new ‘Xtreme 160’, HMCL also 

showcased interesting prototypes of ‘Quark1’ – its shape-changing mobility 

solution, and 2021 two-wheeler launch ‘E-Maestro’. The company plans to 

invest Rs 100bn over 5-7 years towards new products, network premiumisation 

and mobility solutions. Given potentially weaker FCF on elevated investments, 

we cut our target P/E multiple to 13x (vs. 14x) and TP to Rs 2,360 (vs. Rs 2,540). 

 

Navin Matta | Nishant Chowhan, CFA 
research@bobcaps.in 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Ticker/Price HMCL IN/Rs 2,252 

Market cap US$ 6.3bn 

Shares o/s 200mn 

3M ADV US$ 28.0mn 

52wk high/low Rs 3,023/Rs 2,225 

Promoter/FPI/DII 35%/36%/18% 
 

Source: NSE 

 

STOCK PERFORMANCE 

 

Source: NSE 

  

Visible scale-up in R&D capability: HMCL has made a concerted push 

towards building solid R&D capabilities with investments of ~US$ 600mn over 

the past five years. Efforts are visible by way of 150 new projects being 

generated and notable improvement in build quality/finish of new models. The 

product development cycle has been cut by ~25% (to three years) with scope 

for further reduction. In addition to displaying new products in 2W segments, 

HMCL also showcased an interesting concept model – touted as a shape-

changing mobility solution, and highlighted its readiness in EV technology. 

Investing to diversify, build presence in emerging mobility: HMCL’s vision 

entails being the future of mobility. In this regard, it has a Rs 100bn investment 

pipeline over the next 5-7 years for (1) scaling up its presence in scooters, 

premium motorcycles and in exports, (2) emerging mobility products/solutions, 

and (3) network premiumisation.  

Maintain REDUCE: While we like HMCL’s renewed efforts to expand beyond 

its core commuter segment and build an emerging mobility vertical, benefits if 

any will accrue after a long gestation period. High competitive intensity and a 

potential demand hit from BS-VI transition keep us cautious on the stock. 

 

 

 

KEY FINANCIALS   
 

Y/E 31 Mar FY18A FY19A FY20E FY21E FY22E 

Total revenue (Rs mn) 322,305 336,505 305,212 345,898 371,622 

EBITDA (Rs mn) 52,802 49,301 44,551 43,622 48,972 

Adj. net profit (Rs mn) 36,974 33,849 32,352 32,380 36,285 

Adj. EPS (Rs) 185.1 169.5 162.0 162.1 181.7 

Adj. EPS growth (%) 9.5 (8.5) (4.4) 0.1 12.1 

Adj. ROAE (%) 31.4 26.3 21.8 20.3 21.0 

Adj. P/E (x) 12.2 13.3 13.9 13.9 12.4 

EV/EBITDA (x) 7.7 7.9 8.8 9.2 8.0 
 

 

Source: Company, BOBCAPS Research  
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FLASH NOTE  

 

 

EQUITY RESEARCH 

 

BUY 

TP: Rs 205  |   49% GREENPLY INDUSTRIES | Construction Materials | 20 February 2020 
 

 

Demand slows but margins resilient 

We recently hosted a roadshow with the management of Greenply Industries 

(GIL). Following are the key takeaways:  

 GIL saw a slowdown in plywood demand during Q3FY20 due to the weak 

macro climate. Tight liquidity coupled with working capital discipline further 

dampened sales. Working capital control led the company to forego 

Rs 150mn-200mn in Q3 revenue. 

 During 9MFY20 in India, premium plywood revenue was flat, the Ecotec 

brand grew at ~4% and decorative veneer at 36% YoY.  

 Management is targeting 4-4.5% growth in the India plywood business in 

FY20. Decorative veneer is expected to clock revenue of Rs 1.15bn-1.2bn 

vs. Rs 900mn in FY19 due to ramp-up of the Rajkot facility. Peak turnover 

at this unit is pegged at Rs 1.7bn-1.8bn which GIL hopes to achieve by FY23. 

 With no significant pricing pressure on raw material, management believes 

operating margins in the India business can be maintained at ~11%. 

 GIL’s biggest market is South India (~35% of revenue) followed by the 

North (23%) and West (22%), with 20% coming from East India. 

 Gabon revenues declined in Q3FY20 due to lower demand in India. To 

mitigate the slowdown, GIL is raising its focus on Europe and Southeast 

Asia. Revenues from Europe accounted for 13% of Gabon’s turnover in Q3 

(vs. 1% YoY) whereas Southeast Asia contributed 27% (vs. 4% YoY). 

 Gurjan face veneer prices have declined in recent months, in turn putting 

pressure on prices of Okume veneer in Indian markets.  

 GIL expects Gabon operations to deliver FY20 revenues of Rs 1.45bn-

1.5bn (+17% YoY) accompanied by 17.5-18% EBITDA margins. 

 GIL plans to lower the standalone working capital cycle by 4-5 days to 84-

85 days by end-FY20. 

 FY20 capex plans for Gabon operations total Rs 220mn and for India 

operations Rs 160mn. Going ahead, capex in India would be limited to 

maintenance outlay of ~Rs 160mn. 

 
 

 
Arun Baid 
research@bobcaps.in 

 
 

  
  
  
 
 

  

Ticker/Price MTLM IN/Rs 137 

Market cap US$ 235.2mn 

Shares o/s 123mn 

3M ADV US$ 0.1mn 

52wk high/low Rs 195/Rs 112 

Promoter/FPI/DII 52%/11%/37% 
 

Source: NSE 

 
KEY FINANCIALS 

Y/E 31 Mar FY20E FY21E FY22E 

Total revenue (Rs mn) 14,764 16,417 18,080 

EBITDA (Rs mn) 1,747 1,987 2,208 

Adj. net profit (Rs mn) 996 1,216 1,397 

Adj. EPS (Rs) 8.1 9.9 11.4 

Adj. EPS growth (%) 16.9 22.2 14.8 

Adj. ROAE (%) 26.7 26.6 25.1 

Adj. P/E (x) 16.9 13.8 12.0 

EV/EBITDA (x) 12.2 9.6 8.6 

Source: Company, BOBCAPS Research 

 
STOCK PERFORMANCE 

 

Source: NSE 

 
Click here for our last detailed report 
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Disclaimer 

Recommendations and Absolute returns (%) over 12 months  

BUY – Expected return >+15%  

ADD – Expected return from >+5% to +15% 

REDUCE – Expected return from -5% to +5%  

SELL – Expected return <-5%  

Note: Recommendation structure changed with effect from 1 January 2018 (Hold rating discontinued and replaced by Add / Reduce) 

Rating distribution 

As of 31 January 2020, out of 85 rated stocks in the BOB Capital Markets Limited (BOBCAPS) coverage universe, 50 have BUY ratings, 18 are rated ADD, 8 are 

rated REDUCE and 9 are rated SELL. None of these companies have been investment banking clients in the last 12 months. 

Analyst certification 

Each of the analysts mentioned in this research report certify, with respect to the sections of the report for which they are responsible, that (1) all of the views expressed 

in this report accurately reflect his/her personal views about the subject company or companies and its or their securities, and (2) no part of his/her compensation was, 

is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendation(s) or view(s) in this report. Analysts are not registered as research analysts by FINRA and are 

not associated persons of BOBCAPS. 

Important disclosures 

This product is a compilation of previously published research notes. To view the complete report along with the associated Analyst certifications and Company-specific 

disclosures, please click on the hyperlink accompanying each excerpt. 

General disclaimers 

BOBCAPS is engaged in the business of Institutional Stock Broking and Investment Banking. BOBCAPS is a member of the National Stock Exchange of India Limited 

and BSE Limited and is also a SEBI-registered Category I Merchant Banker. BOBCAPS is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bank of Baroda which has its various subsidiaries 

engaged in the businesses of stock broking, lending, asset management, life insurance, health insurance and wealth management, among others.  

BOBCAPS’s activities have neither been suspended nor has it defaulted with any stock exchange authority with whom it has been registered in the last five years. 

BOBCAPS has not been debarred from doing business by any stock exchange or SEBI or any other authority. No disciplinary action has been taken by any regulatory 

authority against BOBCAPS affecting its equity research analysis activities. 

BOBCAPS has obtained registration as a Research Entity under SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014, having registration No.: INH000000040 valid till  

03 February 2020. BOBCAPS is also a SEBI-registered intermediary for the broking business having SEBI Single Registration Certificate No.: INZ000159332 dated 

20 November 2017. 

BOBCAPS prohibits its analysts, persons reporting to analysts, and members of their households from maintaining a financial interest in the securities or derivatives of 

any companies that the analysts cover. Additionally, BOBCAPS prohibits its analysts and persons reporting to analysts from serving as an officer, director, or advisory 

board member of any companies that the analysts cover.  

Our salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions contrary to the 

opinions expressed herein, and our proprietary trading and investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations 

expressed herein. In reviewing these materials, you should be aware that any or all of the foregoing, among other things, may give rise to real or potential conflicts of 

interest. Additionally, other important information regarding our relationships with the company or companies that are the subject of this material is provided herein. 

This material should not be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be 

illegal. We are not soliciting any action based on this material. It is for the general information of BOBCAPS’s clients. It does not constitute a personal recommendation 

or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. Before acting on any advice or recommendation in this 

material, clients should consider whether it is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional advice.  

The price and value of the investments referred to in this material and the income from them may go down as well as up, and investors may realize losses on any 

investments. Past performance is not a guide for future performance, future returns are not guaranteed and a loss of original capital may occur. BOBCAPS does not 

provide tax advice to its clients, and all investors are strongly advised to consult with their tax advisers regarding any potential investment in certain transactions — 

including those involving futures, options, and other derivatives as well as non-investment-grade securities —that give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all 

investors. The material is based on information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. 

Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. We endeavour to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in 

this material, but regulatory, compliance, or other reasons may prevent us from doing so.  
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We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this material, may from time to time have “long” or 

“short” positions in, act as principal in, and buy or sell the securities or derivatives thereof of companies mentioned herein and may from time to time add to or dispose 

of any such securities (or investment). We and our affiliates may act as market makers or assume an underwriting commitment in the securities of companies discussed 

in this document (or in related investments), may sell them to or buy them from customers on a principal basis, and may also perform or seek to perform investment 

banking or advisory services for or relating to these companies and may also be represented in the supervisory board or any other committee of these companies. 

For the purpose of calculating whether BOBCAPS and its affiliates hold, beneficially own, or control, including the right to vote for directors, one per cent or more of 

the equity shares of the subject company, the holdings of the issuer of the research report is also included. 

BOBCAPS and its non-US affiliates may, to the extent permissible under applicable laws, have acted on or used this research to the extent that it relates to non-US 

issuers, prior to or immediately following its publication. Foreign currency denominated securities are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that could have an adverse 

effect on the value or price of or income derived from the investment. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, the value of which are influenced by foreign 

currencies, effectively assume currency risk. In addition, options involve risks and are not suitable for all investors. Please ensure that you have read and understood the 

Risk disclosure document before entering into any derivative transactions. 

In the US, this material is only for Qualified Institutional Buyers as defined under rule 144(a) of the Securities Act, 1933. No part of this document may be distributed 

in Canada or used by private customers in the United Kingdom. 

No part of this material may be (1) copied, photocopied, or duplicated in any form by any means or (2) redistributed without BOBCAPS’s prior written consent. 

Other disclosures  

BOBCAPS does not have any financial interest in the subject company. BOBCAPS does not have actual/beneficial ownership of one per cent or more securities in the 

subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this report. 

BOBCAPS is not engaged in any market making activities for the subject company.  

BOBCAPS or its associates may have material conflict of interest at the time of publication of this research report.  

BOBCAPS’s associates may have financial interest in the subject company. BOBCAPS’s associates may hold actual / beneficial ownership of one per cent or more 

securities in the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this report. 

BOBCAPS or its associates may have managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for the subject company or may have been mandated by the subject 

company for any other assignment in the past 12 months. 

BOBCAPS may have received compensation from the subject company in the past 12 months. BOBCAPS may from time to time solicit or perform investment banking 

services for the subject company. BOBCAPS or its associates may have received compensation from the subject company in the past 12 months for services in respect 

of managing or co-managing public offerings, corporate finance, investment banking or merchant banking, brokerage services or other advisory services in a merger or 

specific transaction. BOBCAPS or its associates may have received compensation for products or services other than investment banking or merchant banking or 

brokerage services from the subject company in the past 12 months. 
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